
 

 
 
 
1  Portside Scene｜1930 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original glass dry plate 

 
2  (Gaze)｜1931 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original three negatives 

 
3 Flags｜1931 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

Duplicated bromoil by zoukin-gake 

 
4 Arrest｜1931 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

Duplicated bromoil by zoukin-gake 

 
5 Song｜1931 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

Duplicated bromoil by zoukin-gake 

 
6 Ax and Scythe｜1931 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

 
7 Water｜1931-32 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed through the use of digital data produced from photographing vintage prints 

 
 



 
 
 
 
8 Rivalry｜1932 
Gelatin silver print  

Printed from the original negative 

 
9 Self-portrait｜1933 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed through the use of digital data produced from photographing vintage prints 

 
10 Moth 2｜1934 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

 
11 Dog｜1935 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

 
12 Order｜1935 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

 
13 Beach｜1936 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

 
14 Onion Flowers｜1937 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

 
15 Actors｜1937 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

 



 
 
 
 
16 (Silhouette Composition)｜c.1938 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

 
17 (Fear)｜c.1938 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

 
18 Butterfly｜1938 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

 
19 Butterfly 2｜1938 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

 
20 Parting Regrets｜1939-40 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

 
21 Work｜1939 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative  

 
22 Goats and Korean Peninsula Woman｜c.1937-40 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

 
23 Magnetic Field｜1939 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original glass dry plate 

 



 
 
 
 
24 Magnetic Field｜1939 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original glass dry plate 

 
25  (Yamane Circus : Circus Woman)｜1940 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

Produced using a Ferrotype Dryer 

 
26  (Yamane Circus : Horse and Girls)｜1940 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed from the original negative 

Produced using a Ferrotype Dryer 

 
27  Displaced Jews (Faces in Profile)｜1941 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed through the use of digital data produced from photographing vintage prints 

Produced using a Ferrotype Dryer 

 
28  Displaced Jews : Mother｜1941 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed through the use of digital data produced from photographing vintage prints 

Produced using a Ferrotype Dryer 

 
29  Displaced Jews : Window｜1941 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed through the use of digital data produced from photographing vintage prints 

Produced using a Ferrotype Dryer 

 
30  Snow｜1941 
Gelatin silver print 

Printed through the use of digital data produced from photographing vintage prints 


